Explore the City
STL Scavenger Hunt

STOP #1: Delmar Loop (4 items)
- Head down the hill and pick the berries with Jack and Jill, make sure you catch the scripted lights in your ‘gram
- Snap a pic with the sculpture outside the place where you can catch the visual art stories under genres ‘foreign’ and ‘independent’
- Take a walk through the galaxy and stop at the planet with the rings named for the Roman god of agriculture
- Return back through the galaxy and little closer to home, and capture the moon way up high if you can!

STOP #2: Richmond heights (2 items)
- Head outside to see the noble steeds drink from the fountain
- Carefully cross the street where the 7th letter welcomes you to consume

STOP #3: Stadium (2 items)
- Get a souvenir pic with the guy who has a bridge named after him and played with the Cards for 22 seasons!
- Take a stroll over to one of St. Louis’ newer baseball town attractions, and get the sports media on your side with the sign on the outside!

The Rules:
1. Teams must take the metrolink.
2. In addition to the item pictures, all teams must take a picture at each of the listed metro stop stations, as well as the South Campus stop at UMSL.
3. Item in picture must be fully visible.
4. Everyone in the group must be in at least one picture.
5. Be respectful of property and other people
6. Should be completed with your Triton Take-Off team, but if this is not possible, create a new team name to include as a hashtag.

The Judging:
- NSP staff with judge photos.
- Anything with words must be able to be read from left to right (no mirror images).
- Teams will be judged on creativity, highest number of stops, and quality.
- Bonus points if everyone’s face is in the pictures.
- Winners will be announced at Rock the Rec
- Failure to tag consistently/caption consistently will not be counted toward your total score.

The Post:
1. Each team will post each photo to Instagram
2. You can have one person post all of them, or multiple people post separately, but the captions must be consistent and must include:
   - @umslwp
   - @UMSL
   - #teamnumber & name (example: #11fromheaven OR #themean17)
   - At least one team photo should have all participants names in the caption or in the comments.

Notes:
- 8 items pictures
- 4 metro stop pictures
- Smile
- #UMSLpride
- #TritonTakeOff2016
- #UMSLexplorethecit
- Resources:
- This sheet online at…
- UMSL app
- Metrolink App

*photos may be used for NSP promotion
*this infosheet can also be found online at